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E-MOBILITY AND COLOR, 
MATERIAL & FINISH



THE SHIFT TO ELECTRICALLY-POWERED VEHICLES IS IN HIGH GEAR.

Sales jumped 54% in 2017 to 3.1 million vehicles, according to the International Energy 

Agency (IEA; Paris, France), and the IEA expects sales to reach at least 125 million 

e-vehicles by 2030. This development brings with it many opportunities for manufacturers 

to use specialty polymers to improve and diff erentiate their vehicles. Here are some 

design elements to consider.

/// Sales are expected to reach at least 125 MILLION E-VEHICLES BY 2030.





E-VEHICLE DESIGN, ENERGIZED

According to CleanTecnica.com, the driving range 

for most e-vehicles is between 150 and 400km 

(90–240 miles) per charge. This leads many 

market observers to predict sales of e-vehicles 

will remain highest in urban regions. 

Because of this high-use factor, e-vehicles 

destined for car sharing programs will benefi t 

from applying intelligent color, material and fi nish 

(CMF) strategies to durable polymer parts in their 

interiors such as:

• Molded-in color, which hides scratches

better than paint

• Anti-scratch solutions for polymer surfaces

• Materials that are easier to clean



The introduction of e-vehicles does not mean internal combustion engine 

(ICE) cars will suddenly disappear. Manufacturers can take advantage of 

CMF to di� erentiate their electric o� erings, as well as to decide which 

design elements should remain the same across both types of vehicles.

DIFFERENTIATION: EVs VERSUS ICEs

\\\  Globally, Ford is investing $4.5 BILLION to electrify its most-popular, 
  highest-volume vehicles for customers. – Motor Trader Online



When consumers order vehicles with an ICE, they have a wide choice of 

engines and transmissions. These options determine a large percentage 

of a carmaker’s profi t. With EVs, there are far fewer options between 

brands. And because standard e-vehicles already come loaded with 

options that cost extra on ICE-powered cars, manufacturers can use CMF 

to accentuate that diff erence.  

DIFFERENTIATION: EVs VERSUS OTHER EVs







The interiors of ICE-powered cars typically have been black, gray or 

beige. Should e-vehicles have a di� erent color scheme? Perhaps a more 

modern appearance, with more chrome and metallic looks? Car designers 

have the opportunity now to determine how consumers will experience 

their company’s e-vehicle range for years to come. 

USE COLOR TO STRATEGICALLY DEFINE THE 
LOOK OF E-MOBILITY



CHANCE TO SUBSTANTIALLY 
REDUCE COSTS

The advent of e-vehicles gives automobile manufacturers 

an opportunity to shift from painted metal parts to those 

based on specialty polymers with molded-in color (MIC). 

Savings per part can reach 30% and more. MIC is an 

established technology, and specialty polymer solution 

providers are able to meet requirements beyond color, 

such as color plus UV stability and/or scratch resistance. 

/// An EV manufacturer recently replaced painted parts with molded-in color ABS
 polymer versions. They ESTIMATE SAVING $200K PER YEAR OVERALL.







Replacing an ICE and its 
powertrain with a battery frees 
up 10+ percent space inside a 
vehicle. In current e-vehicles, that 
extra space usually means more 
room for passengers in the rear 
seat. Consider using CMF to add 
more emphasis to that expanded 
rear seat space.

MORE SPACE INSIDE 
THE VEHICLE



REINFORCE YOUR BRAND AT THE 
CHARGING INFRASTRUCTURE

Applying CMF to the design and manufacture 

of charging stations provides e-vehicle 

manufacturers another opportunity to build 

and shape their brand.

Ready to learn more about how color and specialty polymers 
can help your e-vehicles stand out? Contact us at 
+1.866.POLYONE (+1.866.765.9663) or www.polyone.com.
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